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VOLUME XXXII. No. 53

Ninety High Schools Are Entered Annual Play Council Agrees
In Annual Track and Field Meet Tournament On Track Plans HARVEY THIRLOWAY
Entries May Yet Reach Last Year’s Total of Ninety-eight; Committee
Pleased at Showing

Entries for the Thirtieth Annual Interscholastic Track and Field
Meet now stand at 90 and mails from outlying districts may bring the
number up to last year s total of 98, the number of schools that ac
tually sent contestants. ‘We are very much surprised and pleased

at the number of entries, especially^---- --------------------------------------------since we have been unable to make
any promises toward meeting the ex
penses of contestants,” said Dr. J. P.
chairman of the Interscholastic
The term "Senior Bench” is just a Rowe,
committee.
little appalling to most ot us. Perhaps
This
year's Track and Field Meet
it the title were put in the form ot
have at least twenty-two pointa question we would teel that the re will
High Schools Will Enter Eight
marks in this column were more gen winners back from last year—an un FourStudents
in Forensic Contest;
large number—and these ath
eral and take a greater interest in the usually
Championship at Stake
letes, together with the new talent
contents.
brought out in recent district and
Preliminary contests in Interscho
Most ot us have observed, but taken county meets, should make this one lastic
debate will be held Wednesday
of
interscholastic meets
pains to overlook the tact, that the evertheheldfastest
morning,
May H). Two of the four
here . ' There are 565 en
M is getting just a trifle shady. We
teams
entered will be eliminated.
trants
registered
for
athletic
and
dec
wonder if whitewash is no longer on
The four competing teams are:
the market. It really would be awful lamatory speaking events in addition Northern
section, Belt high school,
debate'and Little Theatre tourna
ly nice to see it brightened up a bit to
James
Browning and Mary Ellen
ment
entries.
for track;
Carr; Eastern section, Baker high
Dramatics First
school, Lillian Wilcox and Gladys
It must be terribly gratifying to the The meet will start Wednesday Turner;
Southern section, Gallatin
Bear Paws and Pete Meloy to note morning with the Little Theatre tour County high
school, Bozeman, Don
the whole-hearted co-operation of the nament trials, the semi-finals in the Lovelace and Carl
and West
student-body in regard to walking on State Debate League, and the tennis ern section, Libby Swingle,
high school, Elmer
the grass. Funny, those little worn singles preliminaries.
Stevens
and
Joe
Fennessy.
streaks just won't disappear.
Missoula won the track and field
meet last year with 36 points and will The two winning teams will meet
Well, gals, get ypurself a sporty enter another strong team this year. in Main Hall auditorium at 6:45
gown and, it humanly possible, a fra Butte, the runner-up in 1932, will also o'clock to determine the state cham
ternity pin. The youngsters from the be a strong contender, having swept pionship. This contest will take place
home town will be here in a few days through preliminary contests with directly before the finals in the Little
Theatre tournament which are sched
and, well put up a bold front anyway. ease.
Last spring Rudy Merhar of Butte uled for 8:15 o'clock.
Yes, spring is here, tottering dam won the golf tournament; Tallent of The University cup, which is held
sels with wobbling escorts are again Darby, the tennis singles, and Tallent until the time of the next coritest, will
enjoying picnics in the open, peaceful and Strate of Darby, the tennis 6° t0 the team winning the championship. In addition, the best individual
snores issue from classrooms and doubles.
Schools Entering
debater will receive a gold medal and
thoughtful caretakers again consci
Golf contestants are coming from a University scholarship.
entiously sprinkle the sidewalks.
Bainville, Culbertson, Great Falls,
--------------------------We wonder it the people who howl Missoula, Bozeman, Hamilton, Helena,
so loudly over the expense incurred Livingston, Plains, Poison, Billings
by the rock garden realize that the and Butte.
only cost to the University is for the Tennis teams are coming from Mis
piping. The labor is paid for by the soula, Butte, Hamilton, Billings, Poi
Reconstruction Finance corporation son, Stevensville, Victor, Darby, Boze
and done entirely by Missoula’s un man, Great Falls and Ennis.
employed.
In addition to entries already an
nounced, the following schools are I
------------Why have the co-eds been treading among those sending contestants: Central Board Urges Students
so gingerly over the sidewalks? Oh Carter County. Noxon, Lavina, Fergus
To Turn jn Applications
yes, angle worms are again in season. County, Whitefish, Ryegate, Alberton,1
For Other Positions
What advantage in this to the early Hinsdale, ChoteaU' County, Butte,
Butte Central1, Billings, Hamilton, Su Tom Coleman was appointed Hi-Jinx
bird?
perior, Anaconda, Sheridan, Circle,
for 1933 at a meeting of Cen
A column of this sort would not be Terry, Belt Valley, Carter County, manager
tral Board held last week. He has
complete without a little of the ab Arlee, Simms, Reed Point, Anaconda, | been
a
member
the cast of this
stract. But then the question arises— Lonepine, Baker, Chinook, Froid, Har production for theof past
three years
how shall we differentiate between the lem, Bainville, Beaverhead County, and
this
year
was
publicity
manager
concrete and the abstract? You say Custer County, Twin Bridges, Cor Ifor the show.
love is abstract. Pin hanging and vallis, Inverness, Dixon, Chester,
mooning swains seem all too realistic Drummond, Gallatin County, White Central Board has issued a call for
to us. So you see, even this harmless hall, Powell County and Broadwater assistant managers for next year's HiJinx. Anyone desiring to apply for
method devised to fill space is liable County.
one of these positions must turn in
to end in an argument. However, if
an application stating his choice to
we seek further, we may strike upon
Kirk Badgley at the business office by
another topic. Let’s see—school
next Monday. There are six assist
spirit, no, that is a bit trite, which
ants to be selected and people who act
incidentally, brings to mind another
in this capacity will be eligible; for
debatable question. What is the dif
the njanagership of next year's pro
ference between trite and tripe? None.
duction. The places to be filled are,
A good deal. Yes, that’s right. Let
manager, publicity manager,
us continue.
Grant Kelleher Gets Second Place; stage
costume
director, general manager,
Clara Mabel Foot Is Third
ticket
manager
and electrician.
Well, the die is cast. Flections were
In Animal Competition
Last year only three assistants were
yesterday and the candidates have put
chosen
at
this
time.
at the
their good-fellow attitude back into “The Problem of the Insane” by beginning of the fallHowever,
quarter three
cold storage till another season. Per Donald Creveling was the winning more
students were picked to wQrk
sonally, we are well-satisfied with the oration in the Aber Oratorical contest with Emma
who was the man
results. More power to the new of last night and the first prize of $25 ager of the Bravo,
1932 Hi-Jinx. Assistants
ficers. Let’s get behind them and give was awarded to -Creveling, who pre were: Don Marrs,
Oscar Limpus, Btetty
them our support.
sented his selection in pleasing fash Kelleher, Dick Shaw,
Joy Browning
* * *
ion to a small audience.
and
Tom
Coleman.
If any of our readers have stuck Grant Kelleher placed second with At a meeting of Central Board held
with us thus far, take warning, we are an oration entitled “Banketeering” Tuesday, Ted Mellinger was given in
going intellectual.
and was awarded the second prize of structions to see that all work is com$15. Clara Mabel Foot placed aithird•»* pleted in the __
on the base*ball, .backstop
. . nearon future
^Dornblaser
What is college for? Is it, as some with her “Retrenchment in Education
field.
one has said, merely a group of build and received $10. These decisions There
was
also
an
appropriation
ings surrounding a football stadium? were all favorable to the audience $50 made for campus decorations.of
No, not in this particular case. Even judging from the applause which fol Horace Warden, chairman of the Inthe prospect of an athletic contest lowed them.
committee, will have
fails to arouse response from the stu The other entries and their subjects terscholastlc
dent-body. We are a dead lot, really. were as follows: Harvey Thirloway, charge of the distribution of this sum.
Our Interests are solely personal. “Socialized Medicine;” Marciano
Even then they are frequently con Raquel, “World Peace: A Challenge
fined to a narrow outlook. Classes to Youth;” and Phyliss Mills, “An Un-j
bore us. We shrink from scholastic solved Problem.” All of the selections
-activity. Our existence, generally were well presented. The coritest was |
------------speaking, is confined to a Continual presided over by Harry Hoffner. Wilfred Fehlhaber, night editor of
round of pleasure seeking, and, as be Judges for the contest were Dr. J. W. | the Associated Press in Helena, will
ing critical is in vogue, we are satis Sevory, Prof. H. G. Merriam and Dean be here tomorrow to make an inspecfied with nothing. Those who have R. C. Line. Darrell Parker, debate tion of the local chapter of Sigma
gone before us sagely shake their coach, was in charge of the contest, j Delta Chi.
heads and tell us that college days
J_;________ • ___
Fehlhaber is a graduate of the
are the best. Of course we laugh. It JAMES KEADY RECOVERING Scho<>1 of Journalism with the class
is the thing to do. What the majority
_____
of 1927.
of us need is a good cold bucket of James Ready, a freshman in the | Newly-elected officers of Sigma
water hurled rather forcefully in the School of Journalism, has been absent Delta Chi were installed Tuesday
general direction of our faces. Bore from school during the past week due night, and arrangements for the andom is a sure sign ot stupidity. It to a slight attack of pneumonia, nual banquet to be held May 16 by
really is rather good to be alive, you Ready is convalescing rapidly and ex- j Theta Sigma Phi and Sigma Delta
know.
pects to attend classes next week. I Chi were started.

Are Competing
Next Wednesday

T. Coleman
Will Manage
1933 Hi-Jinx

Donald Creveling
Wins First Place
In Aber Contest

Sigma Delta Chi
Will.Be Inspected

Is Scheduled

For Fraternities

No Noon Meals to Be Served Rushees;
Less Elaborate House
Decorations
Preliminaries Divided Into Four
Groups; Contest Planned
Members of Interfraternity council
For Wednesday
held their regular bi-monthly meet
ing, Wednesday evening, May 3, at the
The Little Theatre tournament spon Phi
Sigma Kappa house.
sored by the Masquers will open Plans
the coming Track Meet,
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock with to be heldfor May
11 and 12, were
16 schools participating, the same discussed and it 10,
was decided that no
number entered last year.
noon
meals
would
be
served to rush
The plays have been divided intoin any fraternity house.
four type groups and the winner of eesAlthough
fraternities
will be able
each group will compete in the finals to have Track Meet decorations
for
in the evening. Groups I and III will their houses as usual this year, mem
be presented in Main Hall auditorium bers of the council agreed that the
and groups II and IV in the Little followers of the tradition carry out
Theatre.
on a less elaborate scale than
The schedule: Group I, Alberton, plans
the past.
9:00; Powell County, 9:50; Gallatin in Council
are well pleased
County, 10:30; Sweet Grass, 11:30. with their members
this year. They say
Group II, Victor, 9:00; Missoula, that it has work
been
helpful
and construc
9:40; Thompson Falls, 10:25; Chou
in such a way that all fratern
teau, 11:00. Group III, Stevensville, tive
have taken an unusual interest
1:30; Sacred Heart academy, 2:05; ities therefore
have co-operated with
Lewistown, 2:45; Hamilton, 3:15. and
the
members
in their duties.
Group IV, Butte, 1:30; Whitehall, The next council
which is
2:10; Anaconda, 2:55; Helena, 3:40. to be the last this meeting,
year, will
The judges for the preliminaries be held Wednesday, school
May
17,
will be: Group I, Dean R. C. Line, Sigma Alpha Epsilon house. at the
Mrs. E. G. Hall, Dr. W. P. Clark.
Group II, Mrs. N. J. Lennes, Rufus
Coleman, Mrs. Paul Bischoff. Group
III, Mrs. P. O. Keeney, Miss Lucia B.
Mirrielees, Mrs. George M. Jennings.
Group IV, Mrs. H. G. Merriam, Miss
Elsie Eminger, Mrs. J. E. Miller.
Judges for the finals will be Prof.
H. G. Merriam, Mrs. R. H. Jesse, Prof.
Bert Hansen of Montana State College.
Gallatin entry, “The Birds Do Sing,” Graduate Magazine Will Suspend
was written by Mrs. Kay Roberts,!
Publication for at Least
instructor of English in Gallatini
One Year
County high school and wife of Arthur
Roberts, who is a senior in the State The spring Issue of the Montana
University.
edited by Jesse Cambron
Helena won the tournament last Alumnus, will
be distributed the first
year with the presentation of “Happy Trelchler,
of
next
week.
This magazine is pub
Journey.” .
lished quarterly by the Alumni associ
George Boileau will be electrician ation.
spring issue is the final
at the Little Theatre, assisted by issue forThea year
at least, as publica
Clara Mabel Foot. Phil Miller will tion has been temporarily
be electrician at Main hall. Stage The main features of thissuspended.
issue are
managers will be Dick Shaw at Main "Expenditure Cuts” by George
Vidal,
hall, and Harold Shaw at the Little telling
how
the
reduction
of
the
Theatre, assisted by Joe Wagner, University budget is forcing the State
cut
Robert Bates, Leslie Pace, Dick Trax- ting down of various running costs;
ler, William Blaskovich, John Shenk, “Long Beach Tremors," by Gertrude
Orison Long and Leslie Dana. Prop White, '29, a writer for the Long Beach
erty mistresses are Ruth Wallace at Press-Telegram, giving a few side
the Little Theatre and Romona Noll
on the earthquake, and “Chan
at Main hall, assisted by Ruth Per- lights
Resigns” is a story of Dr. Bran
ham, Vivian Bower, Shirley Knight, cellor
non’s
resigning
to save the chancellor
Kay Bailey, Marion Erickson, Betty
system in Montana. Another
Kelleher, Mary Kohn, Lillian Hopkins, ship
that Guy E. Sheri
Ruth Stephenson, Jean Martinson, article’02,announces
of Butte, will be given an
Maude Evelyn Lehsou, Maxine Fowler, dan,
honorary
science
degree
at the coming
Gloria jProctor, Lotus McKelvie, commencement.
Thelma Bjorneby, Genevieve Krum, “Among the Alumni,” “History in
Phoebe Patterson, Margot Milne and the Making,” “In Memoriam,” “Class
Ossia Taylor. Each one of these stu
and "University Notes” are the
dents will be assigned to a play. Jerry Notes,”
which make up the rest
Frankel is business manager, assisted departments
of
the
28
pages.
by George Wellcome.
There
is
also
ballot in this issue
Contestants in the tournament will for electing thea Alumni
association
pay their own expenses.
officers. The candidates are: Presi
dent, Ralph Fields, ’25, and Carl Mc
Farland, ’28; vice-president, Morris
McCollum, '23, and Emerson Stone,
'18; three-year delegate, Oakley Cof
fee, ’23, and Merle Hettlewell Ruenauver, ’15; one-year delegate, Mary
Brennan, ’29; Howard J. Doggett, '26;
John Patterson, ’20; Guy Sheridan,
Evergreen Arcli Will Be Erected '02; Robert Warden, '27, and Fred
At Entrance to Oval; M Boxes
Whisler, '15.
Will Cover Street Lights

POLLS LARGE VOTE
TO WIN PRESIDENCY

Race for Vice-Presidency of A. S. U. M. Is Tied; Ken Duff Defeats
Pat Caven by Substantial Majority for Business Manager;
George Long Elected to Store Board
Polling 2 11 more votes than last year, Associated Students of the
University of Montana yesterday elected Harvey Thirloway as next
year’s president over Dick Fox. A final check-up of ballots revealed
a tie between Flora Horsky and Grace Johnson for the office of vice

-president. Two representatives from
the sororities of which these girls are
members will make a final check on
the ballots this afternoon. Central
Board will hold a meeting later in the
day and make a definite decision on
this matter. Renneth Duff was elected
business manager over Pat Caven and
Esther Lentz defeated Dorothy Powers
for
Quadrons Nominate Candidates the office of secretary.
A. S. 1. M. Offices
lo Compete for Title
President, Harvey Thirloway, 514;
Of May Queen
Dick Fox, 305. Vice-president, Grace
Quadrons, senior women’s organiza Johnson, 414; Flora Horsky, 414.
tion, announced their selection of can Business manager, Renneth Duff, 510;
didates for May Fete Queen, following Pat Caven, 315. Secretary, Esther
their meeting last Tuesday. The can Lentz, 420; Dorothy Powers, 395. Store
didates are Emma Bravo, Sand Board, George Long, 614; Roy Nel
•
Coulee; Mary Breen, Bridger; Cath son, 176.
Class of ’34
erine Coughlin, Butte, and Josephine
Wilkins, Billings. The election will be Central Board: George Boileau, 73,
held Tuesday,'May 9.
lost to Tad Sanders, 84, and Scotty
“May Fete,” says Manager Joy Stratton, 102.
Browning of Belt, “is to be doubly dif President: Bill Hawke polled 121
ferent this year. Different in that it votes to 69 for Bob Stansberry.
is not a pageant as in other years, Vice-president; Virginia Cooney won
and in the fact that it will be a dif with 92 votes to Dorothy Miller’s 86.
ferent type of dance revue."
Secretary: In a closely contested
The following persons have been vote, Arnold Peterson with 90 votes,
appointed and assigned to their vari won over Dorothy Rogers with 89.
ous duties:
Treasurer: Sara Miles was defeated
Assistant Manager, Betty Helleher, by Clarence Watson, 85 to 98.
Butte; publicity, Faye Nimbar, Miles
Class of ’35
City, and Mercedes Sprague, Centralia, Delegate to Central Board: One-year
Wash.; costumes, Margaret Sullivan, term, Alex Blewett, with 95 votes, lost
Hardin; buisness manager, Lina to Dick Shaw, with 120. The two-year
Greene, Missoula; music, Mary Em term, Ed Schmoll, 171, on an uncon
mett, Fromberg; property manager, tested
ballot.
Vivian Bower, Tarkio; dances, Laura President:
A1 Heller, with 115 votes,
Martin, Stevensville; Mildred Dorsey, beat Jack Cougill,
98.
Big Fork; Helen Spencer, Butte; Vice-president: Melva
won
Melva Garrison, Missoula; Jean Gor with 160 votes to Gloria Garrison
51.
don, Hamilton, and Lina Greene, Mis Secretary: Vivian Bower,Proctor’s
117;
Hathsoula.
erlne
Rand,
86.
At the regular meeting of A. W. S. Treasurer: Rex Henningsen, uncon
Monday, Helen Relleher of Stanford, tested,
179 votes.
was elected to the traditions board
Class of ’36'
and Helen Huxley of Lewistown, so
Delegate to Central Board: Roger
cial service worker. •
Arrangements are being made for Gratton defeated John Sullivan with
the senior dinner, held annually in the a vote of 176 to 68.
spring, for the former residents of President of class: In a close poll,
North and Corbin halls. Phyllis Leh Hubert Zemke, with 120 votes, lost to
mann of Cut Bank is in charge. The Bill Browning, with 127.
dinner is sponsored by A. W. S. and Vtce-preBident: “Babe" Griffin, 84
votes; Peggy Wilcox, 151 votes.
will be free this year.
Secretary: Pearl Johnson won with
144 votes to Winnlfred Reyes’ 96.
Treasurer: Eleanor Potter was de
feated by Don Rnievel, 140 to 103.
The poll was 559 to 150 In favor of
Central Board’s referendum to create
a fund whereby the Little Theatre
plays could be subsidized by the A. S.
Skeleton Puzzles Anthropologists; U. M„ and to create a fund whereby
entertainers
such as lecturers, musi
Will Be Sent to Michigan
cians, etc., could be brought to this
For Expert Opinions
campus, all of which would be avail
An anthropological specimen found able to thq/Otudent on the presentation
at Flathead lake during a highway of his activity ticket. The referendum
excavation was recently sent to the will Increase the student activity fee
State University at Missoula. “The 50 cents per quarter in order that the
specimen which is of the recent geo above may be provided.
logic era is revolutionary in its type
and the idea of such a man being
Preparations for decorating the E x e c u tiv e Board
found in this section is almost unbe Root W ill Inspect
campus during Track Meet week have
been completed and everything is in Appoints Managers lievable," declared Harry TurneyLocal Army Unit
High, professor of sociology.
readiness for erecting the decorations
next Monday. Virginia Connolly, Vir Miles, Martin and Bode Will Handle The body had been buried in an em
bryonic position indicating that it had Commandant Will Condnct Inspection
gil Stephens and Harold Shaw are
Spring Athletics
been placed there by some early age
Of Local Divisions
in charge of the work.
The
appointments
made
at
a
meet
man. The skull is ape-like in its
An evergreen arch will be put up at ing of the' executive board Wednes of
Maj.
Walter
Root, commandant
structure
as
the
forehead
is
sloping
the entrance of the Oval and M boxes day afternoon at the women's gym and the jaw, which is six inches of Fort Missoula,H. will
conduct the an
will bo placed over the street lights nasium for athletics were as follows:
nual
tactical
Inspection
of the R. O.
across,
gives
the
impression
of
a
man
on the campus. In the center of the Sara Miles, manager of baseball; of great size and power. A slight in T. C. unit of the Grizzly
battalion
Oval there will be a fountain of re Laura Martin, manager of archery,
dentation in the top ot the skull, with Monday afternoon.
volving colored lights and the M on
The
battalion
will
form
at 3:10
and
Virginia
Bode,
manager
of
golf.
a
five-year
growth
of
bone
ringing
the
Mount Sentinel will be lighted up by
I However, due to lack of interest and fracture, was undoubtedly made by an o’clock and move to the Oval for the
flares Thursday night.
Cups which are to be awarded to the small number of entries in - the arrowhead. The legs and arms are j ceremony of review. Major Root will
the best decorated sorority and fra -Ilnterclass’ intersorority, and inter-in- slightly bowed, Indicating that the | then inspect the corps in ranks and
thereafter examine each
ternity houses have been received dependent solt tournament scheduled man must have been exceptionally immediately
the units in the subjects concerning
Track Meet signs will be judged t0 be held May 22 t0 May 31, competi- tall and slim. The protruding heels, of
which
they
have
had the most intens
Thursday evening, announced Llna U°n will be limited to those students shown by the position of the bones in ive training. Company
A will do close
the feet, are common among Chinese
Greene and Tad Sanders of this com- in the golf course.
order drill as a unit. First year basic
and Indians.
mittee.
MARGUERITE HEINSCH
members
will
demonstrate
first aid
Due to the many conflicting fea
RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP tures, the skeleton will be sent to the procedure and the second year basic
NO TUESDAY KASHIN
University of Michigan in the near men will show their adeptness in the
Marguerite Helnsch, assistant in the future for the opinions of some of the use of the automatic rifle. Company
Today’s issue of the Kaimln is Department of Foreign Languages, great anthropology experts before B will be given a problem in combat
the last until next Wednesday has been awarded a scholarship at the any definite statement can be made principles, musketry aud rifle marks
when the first of the Track Meet University of Chicago. Miss Heinsch of its origin.
manship. Company C will pitch
issues will be published. There received her M. A. degree here last
shelter tents and display equipment
will be no Thursday issue but Fri fall and for the past two years has Katherine Evans of Whitehall is a of the infantry pack, to be followed by
day’s paper will carry full results been an assistant to Professor W. P. guest at the Tri Delta house this an examination in scouting and
of the meet.
patroling.
week.
Clark in the Latin department.

Four Women
Are Chosen
For Contest

Final Issue
Of Alumnus
Will Appear

Plans Completed
For Decorating
Houses, Campus

Specimen Found
At Flathead Lake
Arouses Interest
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T h e M ontana Kaim in

Society

National Official
Barbs A rra n ge
Commends Plan
For Two Dances
Of Bookkeeping Plan Affair During Track Meet;

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Carnival Event Is May 27
Friday, May 5
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Recorder Has
The worst solution of. the problem
Tentative
arrangements for a dance
Praise
for
Local
Fraternity
"What to say?” is to sit down with South Hall................ ........................: ...................................Sport Dance
to be given by the Barbs, were made
Finance Arrangement
a bag of boodle and wait for Inspira Sigma Chi..........................................................................Spring Handicap
at
a
meeting
held Tuesday. It is
tion. Besides, this Is the week I had
planned to have the dance during the
scheduled for my nervous breakdown Sigma Nu..............T............................................................... Dinner Dance A letter sent to the various chapters week
of Interscholastic Track Meet
by the Eminent Supreme Recorder of
Saturday, May 6
but the office wouldn’t hear of It.
proceeds will go into a fund
They said something about come come Kappa Delta..................................................................................... Fireside Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity states The
which
is being established to care for
that
the
most
perfect
system
of
fra
dear, do your stuff or Else! SO-o-o-o.
ternity financing has been found at the university lawns.
This Issue written and edited by the Freshman Class In Journalism.
Definite
plans for the annual Barb
I had applied the dream lipstick of Sigma Chi will give its annual Spring Handicap dance tonight at the University ot Montana.
carnival dance May 27 also have
the week which goes on smoothly and Tokyo Gardens. The party will be a take-off on the Kentucky Derby Following is the letter:
TOM WIGAL ........................................ ..........................-..... EDITOR
hasn’t got a pasty, opaque look, as to be held Saturday and the party will go to the dance in horse-drawn “The most perfect system of han been made. In reviewing last year's
carnival dance, Dick Shaw said,
It stays on like mad without getting
fraternity finances which exists “It was a huge success. We had every
dry. Also It doesn't come off on your vehicles. They will parade from the Sigma Chi house down Gerald dling
today
is
found
at
the
University
of
and University avenues, to the residence halls and around the oval. Montana. Fraternity finances are sort of gambling device to resort to
best boy friend—much.
when we became tired ot dancing. I
The chaperons will be Pres, and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Prof, and Mrs. udder
the control of the University. predict that this year’s dance will be
Here
am
I,
at
life’s
lowest
ebb,
We were surprised and pleased last Tuesday morning to learn that wasting my time to think of an En F. C. Scheuch, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Smith and Mr. and Mrs. George “Under
a complete set equally as entertaining as the last
the publishing of the next issue of the Kaimin was to be entrusted to trance. Some bright quip that will Stewart. Matheus Kast and Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf will be guests. of books isthiskeptsystem
for each chapter by one. We want a big CTOWd.”
the freshmen. We have worked with earnestness, accompanied by a stick in your memory. Well, you’ll Music will be furnished by Junior Dean’s orchestra.
the University official in charge. Sep
arate bank accounts are kept for each
small degree of doubtfulness and we hope that the results justify our have to do without It this week. Stern,
IS CONVENTION DELEGATE
Sigma Nu Dinner Dance
dinner guests at the Alpha Phi house, fraternity or where preferred, - the
grim information of a matter-of-fact
eagerness.
Members of Sigma Nu will entertain Billy Matellch of Anaconda is the funds are kept on deposit in the busi Marjorie Davis, '33, Missoula, has
nature
Is
what
I'll
stick
to.
I’m
The faculty of the Shack have expressed confidence in our ability
with all the bubbly things of tonight at their spring dinner dance. guest of Roy Nelson at the Alpha Tau ness office. Charges are reported to been elected delegate to the national
and have instilled in us the confidence that we will be able to carry through
the fraternity bookkeeper of the busi
life from now on. All of which brings Dinner will be served at the Florence Omega house.
of Phi Sigma, national bio
on when it is our turn. They have admitted us into the real spirit of me, as I chaw on another snag of hotel with entertainment by Norton Marjorie Miles, East Helena, will ness office of the University by the convention
logical fraternity, which will be held
Thompson’s
orchestra
and
several
the Shack and submitted us to the test of action. We hope to return boodle, to the fact that:
proper chapter officer. Members pay June 26 and 27 at Chicago. Mrs. Mary
spend
the
week
at
the
Tri
Delta
solos by Walton Cosgrove. Ben
their bills to the University cashier, Young was chosen as her alternate.
next year and for three more years, share its triumphs and disasters. Probably the most trying thing vocal
Oertll’s orchestra will furnish music house.
and in case ot non-payment without
about beer Is the frequency with tor the dance at the Country club. Neil Eplln was a dinner guest at proper excuse by the alumnus advisor,
which you encounter persons who, Mr. and Mrs. John Lucy, Dean and the Sigma Nu house Wednesday night. a man is excluded from classes. All
WE CARRY PARCELS
never having had a taste of real beer Mrs. R. C. Line and Mr. and Mrs. Phi Sigma Kappa alumni of Mis bills are paid through the business
and RUN ERRANDS
According to a report from the maintenance department, funds are before, have become connoisseurs in William Waltersklrchen will be guests soula were entertained at a smoker office
ot
the
University
when
the
Wednesday evening a t' the chapter proper chapter official flies a properly
Just Phone 6168
insufficient to provide for the cutting and watering of the grass during two or three weeks. They begin by of the evening. The chaperons will house.
the remainder of this quarter and during the summer months. There telling you the difference between be Dean and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart and Helen Johnson was a Wednesday approved invoice for each of the items.
DIME
DELIVERY
light beer and if there Is Prof, and Mrs. Paul Bischoff.
financial report is rendered each
fore, if our campus is to be attractive, the problem is one which greatly dark and that
evening dinner guest at the Kappa Amonth
is duller than the dif
with
copies
being
sent
to
the
concerns the students. It is the belief of the leaders of one movement anything
Delta house. Margaret and Eudora
ference between dark and light beer—
Theta Dinner
office, the alumnus advisor,
that if the students themselves will earnestly support a definite plan, lead me to it. These people may Members of Kappa Alpha Theta en Piercy were luncheon guests there on national
and the chapters. Figures for every
they also will gain the support of the faculty and the city.
really know, but I don’t believe It, tertained at dinner at the chapter Thursday.
fraternity are tabulated and com
house last night. Their guests were
The cost of water for this time would be about seven hundred and I’m sorry, but I don’t
pared, in order to show progress and
decline. An alumnus or faculty ad
fifty dollars. We believe that there are enough Missoula students who Now, a week or so before Track, Jane Boden, Mary Beth Clapp, Vir
Crutchfield, Barbara Harris,
visor is appointed for each chapter
have pride enough in the campus to give part of their spare time to we hare performed the task of mail ginia
Phyllis Holmes, Judith Latta, Mary
Mother’s Day
and the budget is prepared with the
cutting the grass. If everyone gets behind the plan and pushes, suffi ing out invitations to all those whose Alice Marrs, Marian Mix and Gene
assistance of the chapter, the alumnus
cient funds may be raised to cover the entire expense. It would prob names we couldn’t quite cross off the vieve Clary of Great Falls.
Greeting Cards
officer, and the business officer of the
ably cost more to repair the lawn and get it in shape after neglecting list. After licking some umpteen en
University.
velopes and twice as many stamps, we
Dodge-Emmett
it for a season than to maintain it.
“At a recent meeting ot the Su
so much mucilage deposited Word has been received here of the Senior Women’s Honorary Society preme
council a resolution was passed
We are proud of our campus. De we want to be ashamed of it? havethehadeditorial
tongue that we had marriage of Dorothy Dodge of Mis
Presents
Plaque
to
Freshman
recommending
that all chapters sub
Do we want outside students who attend summer school and the sum on
to scrub and gargle to remove the soula to Hill Emmett of Fromberg at
Scholarship Winners
scribe to this method of handling fra
120 E. Broadway
mer tourists to be disappointed in and unfavorably impressed with potential cause of lockjaw.
a ceremony performed at Billings on
ternity
finances,
wherever it is offered
the campus of the State University of Montana? Of course not. We
Saturday, April 29. The bride was Lorraine Lewis and Alice Berland, by the university or college.
want it to be a drawing card for the State University, a place that Without doubt you are really attended by Marian Davis of Missoula. both of Brady, will receive the fresh
Fraternally yours,
anxious to see the fresh batch of rush The bride is a member of Alpha man scholarships given by Mortar (Signed) Eric A.
Dawson, E. S. R.
visitors will not forget and a pride to the students.
There is a resurrection of senti Chi Omega sorority and graduated Board.
Let us accomplish this by earnestly supporting a plan for the care ees.
ment which in all probability will from-the State University in 1930. For This honor, which is the first of its
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
of the grass.
characterize the post-depression gen four years lirs. Emmett was chief kind to be given by Mortar Board,
eration—if it ever comes—as plainly operator in the University telephone will be awarded annually to the fresh
as the hard-boiled attitude did the booth and for the past year has been
girl who has the highest scholar
post-war group. Have not girls' teaching in the foreign language de man
OUR WORK
ship standing in her class at the end
Send her a Mother's Day
dresses
dropped? And has not their partment of the Fromberg high school. of
Fraternity and sorority houses are preening their premises in prep
Is Onr Best Recommendation
two
quarters.
Box of Candy
hair
grown
long?
And
will
we
not
aration for the house decoration contest of the forthcoming Interscho in another moment become aware of
A
plaque
presented
by
Mortar
Board
North
Hall
lastic Track Meet. The object of these decorations is evidently to tears and smelling salts? The hour Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was a will be hung in North hall, the fresh
women’s dormitory. Each spring Basement B. & H. Jewelry Store
make the contestants of the track meet feel welcome during their short is approaching which is pure night Wednesday
Miss Saylor’s, Garrott’s, or
dinner guest at North hall. man freshman
girl who has attained
stay here, and to leave a favorable impression of their houses in the ingale. And mark these ominous Grace Johnson and Dorothy Tilzey the
Martha Washington Brands
the
highest
scholarship
standing
in
words:
There
won’t
be
a
touch
of
were Wednesday dinner guests of Vir her class during the fall and winter
minds of the visitors.
are
Excellent
saxophone
in
It,
ginia
Bode.
All of the houses are secretly preparing what they hope will be
quarters will have her name engraved
Emlnger was a dinner guest on
SPRING DAYS
attractive, original, prize-winning decorations. Rivalry is rapidly Of course, the income-tax returns of Elsie
the
plaque.
Eva Lesell Wednesday.
Miss Berland and Miss Lewis are Picture Days. Take a Kodak
growing stronger as the time for the track meet draws near and prepar are proving a bitter disappointment, Frankie
Liston and Phyllis Brock As exactly
with you, and bring your films to
the same number of us
ations for the decorations are being speeded up as much as possible. so it looks as if the motorist and the way were Wednesday dinner guests of held
for expert finishing.
grade
points,
they
will
divide
the
Florence Hotel Building
Some of the houses, in the last few years, have been losing interest in cigarette smoker will have to support Mary Emmett.
McKAY ART CO.
honor of having their names engraved
the
government
for
another
year.
Kathlene
Fitzgerald
was
a
guest
of
decorations. In several cases they have not had any decorations or
on
this
plaque.
Each
of
the
girls
made
too, where the new currency Is Eleanor Potter for Wednesday dinner. 38 grade points. Although they have
they went at it in a haphazard manner with.no spirit whatsoever. Then
there Is a widespread wil Marjorie Mumm was a dinner guest not attended the same classes, their
If this condition were to grow worse this year, contestants in the concerned,
lingness to take the cash and let the Wednesday at North hall.
have been almost identical
track meet,' fresh from high-schools overflowing with school spirit, credit go to Roosevelt
Nelle Fox was the Wednesday din grades
throughout the year.
would not go back to their schools with a very favorable impression
ner guest of Jean Porter.
of the University. Cups are awarded every year to the best-decorated Which brings us to something we'd Mrs. L. 0. Evans of Butte is visiting
not mention. War. There’s her daughter, Betty, at North hall.
houses, which should add to the interest displayed in this tradition. otherwise
barrage of talk about it here in bars, Mrs. T. C. Russell of Butte is visit Weather Forecast
NORTH OF RIVER
The friendly rivalry that grows from this tradition should aid in pre asaloons,
SOUTH OF RIVER
banks, everywhere. Everyone ing her daughter, Ruth, for a few
Haines Railroad Grocery
serving the school spirit
Maps on Display
Haines Sanitary Grocery
hopes to Dieu it will blow over. Every days.
311
West
Railroad SL Ph. 3181
The Interscholastic Track Meet draws high school students from all one Is holding his breath, perhaps to
613 South Higgins
Corbin Hall
over the state, many of whom will be future students here. It is the blow the bugle with, preferably to
Pre-Tornado Period Is Shown In
his porridge. On both sides of Mildred Bonner was the Tuesday
duty of every student of the University to welcome the contestants cool
Exhibit
FOUR DELIVERIES DAILY TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY
map, at this moment, a little luncheon guest of Louise Harmon.
and see that they enjoy their stay in Missoula. When they go back the
SAME DAY MAIL ORDER SERVICE
silence would go a long way.
Elsie Emlnger was the Tuesday din Ot unique interest to students is the
to their high schools, they will give favorable publicity to the school.
ner guest of Helen Groff.
U.
S.
Weather
Bureau
map
exhibited
One of the main objects of the track meet is to give the contestants And speaking of bombs and shell Ruth Nlckey was the Wednesday by Dr. E. M. Little ot the physics de
IT IS EASY AND ECONOMICAL
an idea what life at college is like, to advertise the merits of this fire—smoke has ceased to blow around dinner guest of Helen Groff.
partment. The map Is a weather fore
institution, and to show them that it is not just a place to come to have “Gabriel over the Forestry building.” Margaret Lord was the guest of cast issued by the U. S. Weather Bu
Bunny. Your understanding Janet Phelan at dinner Wednesday. reau on April 29, 1933, which shows
a good time. It shows them that they can have a pleasant experience Thanks
this fact may become clear If you Lina Greene was a dinner guest a V formation in the southern part
and, at the same time, acquire an education that will be valuable to ofknow
about that “pipe” class that is Wednesday.
of a low pressure area recorded in the
them after they are through here.
there at eleven. To make things
Mississippi basin, a condition invari
Kappa Delta Dance
worse we may add that it has "fagged”
followed by tornadoes.
“Business Adrift,” by Wallace B. out.
Kappa Delta will entertain with a ably
Since the Weather Bureau is not al
Donham.
fireside at the chapter house this eve lowed
to predict tornadoes the fore
“The Acquisitive Society,” by Rich- My superior just walked in bearing ning. The chaperons will be Mr. and cast stated
that severe thunderstorms
Mrs.
G.
D.
Shallenberger
and
Mrs.
nrd
Tnuney.
the
look
of
a
North
Hall
gherkin.
these twelve representative
were impending. Dr. Little said that
“Recovery,” by Sir James A. Salter. Deadline? What care I? Yet instead Avery. Music will be furnished by aBout eighteen hours after the maps
books on economics! They
slitting his carotid with a Durham- Bob Leslie’s orchestra.
ore recommended to the
were issued the tornadoes which were
“International Control of Raw Ma of
Duplex, he was handed my bag of
average layman who wishes terials,” by Benjamin B. Wallace.
At the Sororities and Fraternities implied on the map, occurred. The
boodle.
He
took
a
deep
breath
and
to become better acquainted
“The Tariff Scandal,” by Oswald G. forcibly expelled the air from his Ethel Emery and Margaret Ruther tornado is usually confined to a rela
with the subject.
tlvely small part of the country and
Vlllard.
ford were Tuesday night dinner occurs
lungs. I knew I had won.
only in the United States.
“Graft In Business,” by John T.
guests at the Delta Gamma house.
Yours,
Several days ago glaring headlines Flynn.
Mrs. Theodore Brantly and Mrs
THE BOODLE BUG
in every American daily Informed the “Industry’s Coming of Age,”- by
Frank Turner were Thursday night
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
reading public that the United States Rexford G. Tngwell.
CLUB WILL
had gone off the gold standard. Cur “Philosophy of Management,” by EDUCATION
HOLD-PICNIC TOMORROW
rent news reels show pictures of the Sheldon.
arrival of foreign representatives to “The Masquerade of Monopoly,” by The Education club will hold a pic FOX-WILMA
FOX-RIALTO
President Roosevelt’s economic con
A. Fetter.
nic tomorrow, leaving the Library at
ference. Stories ot trade agreements, Frank
TODAY AND SATURDAY!
Through Mergers,” 1:30 and returning in the afternoon
TONIGHT ONLY!
tariff walls, reciprocal treaties with by“Merchandising
A. Morphy.
or evening. It is to be a "get-to
ANN HARDING
other nations each day fill columns. “IsJohnCapitalism
gether”
with
games
and
frolic..
Free
Doomed!”
by
Law
and
Inflation has meant renewed activity
transportation will be provided, but
RICHARD DIX
In Wall Street, with prices'rising and rence Dennis.
those who plan to attend are asked Fast Becoming the Most Popular
sales Increasing. New forms ot taxa FELLOWSHIP CLUB PLANS
In
Guy
on
the
Screen
.
.
.
to bring 25 cents for refreshments.
tion and the price of farm commodi
In his Newest
BANQUET FOR SENIORS
ties are more ot the economic prob
SATURDAY ONLY!
lems facing the nation. At the pres The campus Fellowship group is FACULTY MEMBERS PLAN
DEPARTMENT PICNIC
ent time every intelligent American is planning
REGIS T00MEY
annual spring banquet
Fast
Action
and
Plenty
of
Comedy
"economically minded.” The many in honor oftheir
In
The banquet Majors, minors and faculty members
Involved and technical questions will be giventheat seniors.
“Soldiers
of the Storm”
616 Eddy avenue. As of the Departments of Home Eco
necessitate background reading.
The Most Outstanding Bargains of the Season
yet no permanent date for the occa nomics,. Biology and Botany will be
NEXT SUNDAY
. COMING SUNDAY!
Dean R. C. Line recommends the sion has been decided.
entertained by Miss Helen Gleason,
LAUREL
&
HARDY
in
“Devils
following books dealing with econom The International club is to be the Dr.
Throughout the Store
M. J. Elrod and Prof. J. W. Severy
Brother” Feature Comedy
ics and business:
guest ot the Fellowship group at a on a picnic up the Rattlesnake valley
“A New Dealt’’ by Stuart Chase.
picnic May 31.
May 18.
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students ot the State
University ot Montana.
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, 12.60 per year.
________
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
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Maintaining the Campus

Don’t Forget!

Lewis, Berland
Are Recipients
Of Board Award

Heinrich’s
Make

Mother’s Day
A Sweet Day

Interscholastic Week

Metropole Barber Shop

Public Drug Co.

HAINES

Buying the Haines Way

Donohue’s

Lave you read—

DOLLAR
DAYS

LEE TRACY

“Clear All Wires”
The White Sister *

‘The Conquerors”

Friday and Saturday
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W. A. A W ill Hold
Athletes Weather Delays
Scabbard and Blade
Track Men Yearling
Four
Teams
Hike
This
Saturday
Have
Satisfactory
Initiates Three Men
To Compete Season in Sports Baseball Schedule W ill Form
For Places
City League
Coaches Commend Frosh Work;
More Track Numerals

Six Games Planned for Week-end;
Three Contests Planned

Interfraternity baseball games that
were to be played Tuesday and Wed
nesday were postponed because of
weather conditions. The S. A. E.’s
Varsity track men will compete In year, according to coaches who have were to meet the Sigma Nu’s, the A. T.
a track meet today and tomorrow to had charge of frosh athletics this O’s were to play the Kappa Sigs. The
determine those who will defend the season.
Phi Sigs were to have played the In
University against the State College. Those receiving numerals in foot
yesterday.
This meet will also decide individual ball were Melvin Akin, B. T. Berge- dependents
games are to be played on
championships. The 100-yard dash, son, V. F. Bergquist, Henry Blastic, theThese
north of the Library as soon
javelin throw, 880-yard run and high Herbert Brandenburg, V. E. Cox, afterfield
the scheduled date as possible.
hurdles will be run off today, while Homer Cushman, Arthur Douglas, This ruling
was made at a managers'
Roger
Gratton,
Strafford
Hansell,
the 220-yard dash, the mile run, low
before the opening of the
hurdles, 440-yard dash, broad jump, Donald Holmquist, George Jackson, meeting
season.
high jump, pole vault and shot put Edison Kent, Leon Lockridge, Leo Mc
Clain, Morris Newgard, Jack O'Brien, Interfraternity games to be played
will take place Saturday.
The University frosh will be up John Previs, Chauncey Sorenson, John this week-end are: Today, S. P. E. vs.
against a strong Missoula high school Sullivan, W. F. Wagner, Charles W. Phi Delt; S. A. E. vs. D. S. L. (time
track team and are scheduled for tele Wilcox, Hubert Zemke and Leonard to be arranged); Saturday at 1 o’clock,
graphic. dual meets with Idaho and White. Only those men were awarded Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Chi; and at 3
Oregon State college frosh on May 6 numerals who were regular in attend- o’clock, Phi Sig vs. S. P. E.; Sunday
at 9:30 A. M. The track men par ence, not on probation, and seemed at 9 o’clock, S. A. E. vs. Independents,
ticipating and their events are as desirable for varsity material next | and at 11 o’clock, Kappa Sigma vs.
Phi Delta Theta.
follows: 100-yard dash—Davis, Low- year.
ney, LaCasse; 200-yard dash—Price, The frosh basketball team showed!
Lowney, Thomas, Talbot; 440-yard promise in games with Poison and the |
dash—Thomas, Talbot; 880-yard dash Bobcat reserves, according to Coach | Group W ill Leave
—Wheaton, Wilkie; mile run—Taylor; Lewandowski who says that all bas
low hurdles—Davis, Lubrecht, Cald ketball numeral men will have an;
Saturday Morning
well; high hurdles—Davis, Lubrecht; equal chance while competing for next
broad jump—Lindeberg, Lubrecht; year’s varsity positions. Those who Sixty Students to Make Annual Trip
high jump—Walcott, Frlsbee, Knlevel; made numerals were Don Holmquist,
To Warm Springs
pole vault—Browning, Wigal; shot Don Knievel, Vic Hultin, Luke West,
put—Oratton, Wilcox, Previs; discus Don McCulloch, Vince Bergquist, Herb Sixty students and faculty members
—Wilcox, Previs; javelin—Walcott, Brandenburg, Homer Davison, Willis will visit the state penitentiary at
Frlsbee, Meehan; mile relay—Wheat Avery, Henry Blastic and P. J. Smith. Deer Lodge and the state insane hos
Although the track season has not
on, Taylor, Price, Thomas.
pital at Warm Springs, Saturday, May
The officials for the frosh dual meet been completed as yet, only two men 6. The students making the trip are
are: Starter, Lockwood; judges of have met the qualifications for from Prof. E. A. Atkinson’s class in
numerals.
They
are
Walcott
and
Knie
finish, White, Watson; timers, Stegboth jumping well above the re abnormal psychology and Dr. Harry
ner, B. Davis, Adams, Kaln; judge of vel,
Turney-High’s class in criminology.
pole vault and high jump, B. Burke; quired mark in the high jump. How The group will start out from Mis
ever,
are three meets yet to be
judges of broad jump, J. Hessel, F. held there
during which Coach Harry soula Saturday morning at 7:30
Mills; judges of shot and discus, Mur
Thirteen cars have been pro
ray, Reynolds; judge of javelin, Adams expects more numeral qualifi o’clock.
vided for the use of the students and
cations
to be met
Hawke; clerk of course, Kurtz; clerk
faculty
members.
At 10 o’clock they
of weights, Kohlhase; announcer,
will reach Deer Lodge and the hour
Fogelsong.
Declamatory Contest from 10 to 11 o’clock will be spent in
inspecting the penitentiary. At noon
W i l l Be T h u r s d a y they will have lunch at Warm Springs.
Journalism Groups
After lunch the staff at the hospital
High School Students Will will demonstrate and diagnose the
W ill Hold Banquet FortyEnter
various cases. Also a clinic of the
from State Institutions
patients will be held. The group will
Thefa Sigma Phi? Sigma Delia Chi The declamatory contest, held an leave for Missoula around 4:30
To Meet at Nimrod
nually in connection with the Inter o'clock.
Track Meet, will take place The main purpose of this trip is
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s national scholastic
at
9 o’clock, Thursday, May 11.
to acquaint the students with the I
honorary professional journalism fra The
girls and 10 boys who are actual existence of the various cases.
ternity, and Sigma Delta Chi, national entered30have
been
divided
into
groups
professional journalism fraternity for 10 from which two will be chosen
men, will hold their annual joint ban of
compete in the finals held in the
quet at Nimrod, Tuesday, May 16. to
of the same day.
Once each year members of the two evening
Elizabeth
Asendorf, Esther Porter,
organizations leave Missoula by auto, Mrs. W. G. Bateman,
B. Mirriearriving at their destination In time lees, Hugh Smith, Mr.Lucia
Rufus
for a swim before the banquet. The A. Coleman and Mrs. C.andF. Mrs.
Deiss
new pledges of Theta Sigma Phi have been chosen by Darrell Parkerhave
to
not yet been announced, but will be judge the contests. Parker will also
selected before that time.
act
as
a
judge.
Members of Theta Sigma Phi in
charge of arrangements for the ban
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers
quet are Mearl Francisco and Mary
Elizabeth Woody. On Sigma Delta
Chi’s committee are Dick Schneider,
Mike Kennedy, Ray Kennedy and
Gordon Cunnlff.

Meet Today, Tomorrow Decides
Are Expected
Varsity Team Members
Men of the class of ’36 have done
To Oppose Bozeman
exceptionally well in athletics this

Outdoor Sports Will Be Featured William Wade Is Elected Captain;
On Day’s Program
Plans for Party Discussed
The Women’s Athletic association Scabbard and Blade held formal ini
Taylor-Hill, Student Store Nine will hold its hike above the Rattle tiation for three men last Tuesday
snake dam Saturday afternoon.' The evening at the R. O. T. C. headquar
Play First Game Next
day will be devbted mostly to out ters. The three men initiated were
Monday
door sports.
Aubrey Benton, Butte; Lewis Coriell,
City League baseball will open Mon The girls will meet at the women’s Stanford, and Milton Wertz, Missoula.
day at 6:30 o’clock with a game be gymnasium at noon. A truck has been This is the second initiation held by
tween the Student Store nine and the hired and will leave promptly at 12:30 Scabbard and Blade since its installa
Taylor and Hill Bakers. Last year o'clock and return at 5 o’clock. A tion last January.
the Bakers were runners-up in the charge of 25 cents will be made and Election of officers was also held
league and this season boast the same this must be paid as they get on the with 'William Wade, elected captain;
truck.
Bill Erickson, first lieutenant;
squad with a few additions.
The Student Store nine, which is The committees are as follows: Re Charles Bell, second lieutenant, and
sponsored and managed by Morris freshments—chairman, Dorothy Mil Larry Prather, first sergeant The
McCollum, has on its roster several ler; assistants, Louise Geyer and Viv retiring officers are Dick Schneider,
players with City League experience, ian Bower; entertainment — Ada Mitchell Sheridan, Stanley Trachta,
among them Dick Fox, Dazz Furlong, Wood; general arrangements and and Marlon McCarty.
Plans were also discussed for a
Frank Vesel, Ed Schmoll, Ted Mel- transportation—Virginia Bode.
linger, Henry Blastic and Nick Roter Each girl must sign the bulletin farewell party to be held before the
board either in the women’s gym end of the school year at Captain Fred
ing.
Sunday a practice game was played nasium or in the residence halls. Any Rogers’ cabin on Lake Placid.
between the Elks and the Store nine, one who would like to go but has not
McCollum’s team winning, 9-5. The signed up, may do so by calling Vir
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers
battery for the winners was Blastic ginia Bode at North hall.
and Lindeberg.
This year the league will be com
posed of four teams, the Fort, Elks, I
last year’s champions; Taylor and
Hill, and the Student Store.
Any time for
Players who will see action in Mon W. W. White, Forest Service silviday’s game are Blastic, Catcher; Fox, culturalist stationed at the District Pasteurized Milk, Cream or
first base; Story or Lindeberg, second No. 1 office in Missoula, spoke before
Butte
base; Furlong, short-stop; Schmoll, the Forestry club at a meeting of that
Any nmonnt delivered
third base; Rotering, left field; Lab- organization Wednesday night. The
bitt or Emery, center field; Mellinger topic of White’s talk dealt with the
or Flanagan, right field.
chances for the School of Forestry
420 Nora St.
Admission will be 25 cents.
graduate to obtain work and the duties
“WE SPECIALIZE”
associated with various Forest Service
ASENDORF CONDUCTS SURVEY positions.
Members of the club entered into a
Elizabeth Asendorf, instructor in I general discussion with Mr. White on
economics and sociology, returned last such problems as the Forest Service
Fashion Decrees that
week from Harlowton where she made is being confronted with at present.
investigations for the State Child Wel Refreshments were served just before
fare commission of Oregon.
the meeting adjourned.

White Is Speaker
A t Forestry Club

Community Creamery

Texaco

Phi Sigma, national biological fra
ternity, will hold their traditional out
door initiation and picnic up the Rat
tlesnake Tuesday, May 9. Each ini
tiate will prepare a scientific thesis
on the subject in which he is most
interested.
Those who will be initiated are
Dean C. E. Mollett, Prof. Leon Rich
ards, Prof. John F. Suchy, Robert
Somerville, Clarence Watson, Leonard
Nordstrom and Gene Manis.

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms S and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2821

DR. J. L. MURPHY

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
20S Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

M cC racken’s

Main and Pattee
W

to

Bitter Root Market

They come in the colors of Blue, Brown or Beige

DIXON SERVICE *STATIONS

tli

Fresh Asparagus and Spinish
5c per pound

$1.98

i!

Motor Oils

6th and Higgins

SPECIAL
Oranges_1---- ;__$2.85 per case

“SLACKS”

Texaco Fire-Chief Gasoline
Havoline

The precedent established last year
by Phi Delta Phi fraternity to hold a
picnic at the end of the year's activi
ties will be followed this year. More
than twenty men, actives and pledges,
intend to get together for a real oldfashioned picnic this Saturday. Their
destination will probably be the Rat
tlesnake country, although it has not
yet definitely been decided.

Are the Comfortable and Clever numbe
number for the Smart Co-ed
to wear. Priced at

Step oat in front and keep ont in front with

omemm

Biological Group
Will Hold Initiation

2 841

Page Three
PHI DELTA PHI HOLDS .
SECOND ANNUAL PICNIC

...........

S

w

For
Track Meet

Your houses and tables must be
decorated In the correct manner
for your riishing parties. We
are experts in this work. Let us
arrange your decorations and
your troubles will be over.

Garden City
Floral Co.
Home Grown Flowers

DURING
TRACK MEET
Meet and Treat
Your Guests
— a t—

Peek’s Drug Store
Fountain Lunch
182 North Higgins

A

friend of CHESTERFIELD writes us of
a salesman who had "something to say”:
"I dropped into a little tobacco shop,
and when I asked for a pack of Chest
erfields the man smiled and told me I
was the seventh customer without a
break to ask for Chesterfields. 'Smoker
after smoker,’ he said, 'tells me that
Chesterfields click.. . I sell five times
as many Chesterfields as I did a while
back.’ ”
Yes, there’s something to say about Chest
erfields and it takes just six words, to say
it—"They’re mild and yet they satisfy.”

i
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NOTICES

Senior Foresters
Teaching Cadets Student Interest
Trend of ’36
Masquer One-Acts Vance Is Elected
There will be a meeting of the In
Pharmacy President formation committee Friday at 1
Meditations
of
Sentinel
Pine
Visit
Two
States
In Songs Is Urged
Are to Complete
Montana Masquers presented three
Regarding Freshman Class
o'clock in Room -8 of the School of
comedies last night at the Dean Moliett Banquet Is Abolished; Law.
While on Tour one-act
Overheard on Jnmbo
Appointed As Chairman
Courses in June Couglll 01Is Proposed
Little
Theatre
which
were
well
re
Campaign
Wheately Speaks to Club
There will be a meeting of Bear
bright morning in late Septem Letters. Received from Party Tell ceived by a small but enthusiastic
Forty Students. Act As Instructors Methods to promote student interest ber,OneSentinel
Spur Monday at 7:15 o’clock
Pine looked down from Of Experiences While En Route audience.
Leonard Vance, Ronan, was elected inPawtheand
In Public Schools and
Forestry building.
and knowledge of school songs were the heights of Jumbo and saw some
"Souls of Consideration,” written by president of the Pharmacy club at a
To California
University
discussed yesterday at the meeting of thing strange. There upon the State
Melvin Maury, sophomore at the State meeting held yesterday. Marie Bloom,
freshmen are requested to meet
Presidents’ club. Pete Meloy, pre University campus were several hun Judging from letters received by University, was a good play, rather Drexell, was elested to the office of at All
Forty students will complete their the
the foot of Sentinel at 1:30 o’clock
siding
at
the
meeting,
suggested
a
dred
queer
specimens
stumbling
stiffly produced. Ted Cooney did a vice-president; Harry Barns, Mis Saturday
friends
and
relatives
of
the
10
School
courses In Teaching and Observation plan of learning songs in the various around and talking incoherently. In of Forestry seniors who are now on good
piece of acting as Mr. Fenway, soula, secretary, and Prof. John Suchy, the "M.” for the purpose of painting
June 2. These students have been
the words of Sentinel Pine, as he their annual trip, accompanied by the father, as did Richard Ormsbee, sergeant-at-arms.
and houses.
under the direction of W. E. Maddock, halls
DeLoss Smith has volunteered whispered to Jumbo, "They just don’t Professors Fay Clark and J. H. Rame who dominated the play as the Rev Retiring officers are: Bob Dussault,
professor in the School of Education, Dean
furnish song leaders and pianists know what-the-hell the score is. Yes, kin, the men are having an interest erend Angelwing. Credit should go Butte,
and under the supervision of instruc toto visit
president; Elma Cerise, Butte,
MOTHER’S DAY CARDS
the various groups and help undoubtedly these freshmen who are ing as well as educational trip despite to Maury for an original and well- vice-president;
tors employed in the various schools. in practicing
forget to send Mother a
songs. Mimeographed destined to be the class of '36 are the an almost continual rainfall west of written play. Mechanics were par soula, secretary.Angela LaCasse, Mis Don't
Since the opening of the quarter this copies of the songs
Greeting
Card on May 14th.
will be furnished greenest group on this green earth Missoula.
ticularly good in this clever farce. At the request of Dean Moliett the
class has been doing practice teach by A. S. U. M.. This
5c to 25c
will be Well, I dunno—now take the class of The men who left on the excursion Helen Marie Donahue and Howard
ing In Missoula public schools and started immediately afterplan
Track Meet. '36 when they first made their debut early last Friday morning were Dick Rutherford carried the ingenue roles Dean Moliett Banquet was abolished.
McKAY ART CO.
on the campus.
A
picnic,
which
will
include
both
Before then, individual Initiative is the campus-----’’
Whitaker, Larry Neff, Millard Evenson, effectively. Ossla Taylor did a good
The following are enrolled in the urged to make a good showing at the onYes,
they Were green, and there Frank Curtiss, Jack White, Walt Pool, bit of work with her small role. Ruth Kappa Psi and Pharmacy club memclass: Grade schools—Eugene Hun- Track
jbers is to replace it
Meet S. 0. S. House presidents seemed to be a mood indigo that be Joel Frykman, Bob Matson, Fred Ben Wallace was the director.
ton, Lucille Miller, Taylor Gard
Jack Wheately spoke on Scientific
asked to have their groups sing trayed homesickness;
son and Bill Davis. The entire trip Outstanding on the program was Pharmacy.
ner, Billy Bateman, Henry Murray, are
Wheately was graduated
college songs after dinner. The songs
M
Is
Painted
WE’RE
“Free
Speech,”
a
parliamentary
bur
of
3,360
miles
will
be
made
in
two
can
Irvin Shope, Missoula: Edwin Elk- that will be used are "Up With Mon And no Booner could they get their
from the School of Pharmacy in 1927.
land, Fallon; Hazel Thomas, Terry; tana,” "Son of a Gambolier,” “Hail breath than the terrors of Rush Week —a Forest Service truck loaned for lesque directed by Esther Porter. Since that time he has been employed
the
occasion,
and
Professor
RamskiU’s
Cre3it
is
due
to
Miss
Porter
for
in
Joy Browning, Belt; Ellen Alden, Big Copper, Silver, Gold” and "College started. Yes, they took time off—a
sedan.
stilling in this play a very convincing in Missoula and Anaconda. At present
Timber; Margaret Deck, Outlook; Ev Chums.”
of them—and under the direction Up until last evening the men had spontaneity. Noral Whittinghlll did a he is an employee of the Eli Lilly
erett Logan, Deer Lodge; Robert Meloy urged that all the newly- offewtheir
newly-elected temporary pres traveled 346 miles. The first long delightfully sparkling interpretation company.
White, Butte.
officers be present at the ident, George Van Noy of Lewistown drive was on Friday when the for of the condemned prisoner. All of the
High schools—Katherine Mason, Hel elected
they
painted
the M.
0. S. to be sworn in.
esters traveled 250 miles to Priest roles were well carried and the char
ena; Ruth Haugen, John Greenough, S. Jack
Couglll was appointed chair Well, the class has progressed— river. Saturday was spent in an in acters were remarkably finished. Spe
Frances Richards, Marjorie Davis, Mis man
they call it progress. It wasn’t long spection of the station and in driving cial mention should be given to John
of
the
song
campaign.
soula; Victor Rowe, Great Falls;
before they began to catch on. In a
76 miles to Spokane. From there, Shenk and Augie Vidro, not to forget
Janet Phelan, Warrick; Toivo Markshort time they were no longer green the
on the same day, a short trip was William Blaskovich as the exponent Professors in the Department of
alnen, MUItown; Mac Johnson, Hard
freshmen. It was not impossible for made
Hillyard, Wash., where the of parliamentary procedure. Ralph Chemistry hare been giving senior
en; George Tippett, Butte; Margaret
them to masquerade as the most timber totreating
plant was inspected. Brandt, Richard Shaw and Elmo Cure Ichemistry tests for graduation honors
Groombrldge, Forsyth; 0. T. Bue,
sophisticated senior, for green caps, The 12 men found
a little time to were also effective in their roles of during the past week.
Kalis pell; Margaret Lewis, Roundup; Musical vespers will be conducted the correct attitude of penitence and
enjoy the sights offered by Seattle Russian comrades. The lighting was The tests consist of a one-hour oral
Helen Roth, Lewistown, Idaho.
at the Episcopal church Sunday after paddling were not enforced. The class Sunday
examination and a three-hour writ
evening
after
an all-day drive particularly striking.
University—Robert Brown, Marjorie noon at 4 o’clock by the University of ’36 came in just in time to derive of 350 miles from Spokane.
"Q” (A Psychic Pstory of the ten one. Students, in order to try
Davis, Mary Schoenhals, Missoula; Congregational choir.
the questionable benefits by the action The next Important step on the Psupernatural),
last on the program, for graduation honors must have B
Kathryn Coe, Dixon; Helen Lea Sil Prof. Edward Little will be organ of Prexy in taking the scratch and itinerary was an inspection Monday
but as'the saying goes, "by no means averages in ail their class work. The
verman, Butte; Roderick Chisholm, ist and director. The program will paddle out of Bear Paw.
of the Weyerhauser Timber company the least,” was a clever farce and left following seniors hare passed these
Havre; Helen Larsen, Westby; June include choral numbers, duets and
Van Noy Is President
requirements and have taken the
Hartley, Hamilton; Esther Epstein, solos. Carl Heinrich will play a violin It was about a month after Fresh sawmill at Everett, Wash., 25 miles the audience with a good taste in its examination: Herman Dickel, Ed
Francis Walker, Jean Gordon, Great solo. Vocal soloists will Include Rich man Week that they showed they had from Seattle. On the same day trips mouth. We note with pleasure that Skoog, Horace Warden, Joe Lasby and
Falls; Adolph Zech, Germany; Ger ard Farnsworth, Mrs. C. M. Homer, used good judgment in their first elec to Edmonds, to Port Ludlow by ferry Les Pace is no less efficient as a Rubin Lewon.
aldine Ohrmann, Ovando; D. H. Sim Dorothy Eastman and Mrs. H. R. tion, by electing George Van Noy as and on to Port Angeles were made, director than he is as performer.
total of 66 miles. Tuesday was George Jackson as Blight, the butler,
mons, Red Lodge.
Richards. The ladies’ quartet, com permanent president. They elected ataken
WHITE FELTS
inspection of the pulp made the most of a small role. Don
posed of Mrs. Homer, Mrs. Richards, Betty Anne Polleys of Missoula as mill atupPortby Angeles
and then a visit Marrs, as George Gnoof, the sucker,
WHITE
CREPES
Students at Michigan State college Mrs. C. H. Riedell and Mrs. Emil Leh- vice-president; Herbert Brandenburg to the Bloedel-Donovan
logging camp was, to use campus vernacular, “a
DAN CE
of Miles City as secretary, and Henry 50 miles away. The 30-mile
are allowed to cut classes from 3 sou will sing two numbers.
WHITE
PANAMAS
trip
to
panic.”
He
did,
undoubtedly,
get
the
Kit Kat Klub Band
p. m. on the day of a formal dance Several organ numbers will be fea Blastic o^ Chicago as treasurer.
Neah Bay, Wash., was made on Wed biggest laughs of the evening. Robert Johnny Conn’s
to noon of the day following the tured and the men’s choir of St. Paul’s The months rolled around and the nesday.
Saturday Nite
Here the students were able Bates, as usual, was good, and Mabel
dance.
Lutheran church, also directed by Mr. freshman class was molded in as part to rest before
an inspection Colby, as Dora Dneiper, the fly in the
Little, will assist with three numbers. of the University. They learned: yesterday of thebeginning
TH E CLUB
* 1 9 5 ,0 * 5
operations at ointment, had only a small role but
Rev. 0. R. Warford will intersperse “That it was a mistake to leave the Sail river and thelogging
rafting operations carried it well.—J. W.
inspirational readings. This program old apple polish at home; the tech at Sekiu.
formally concludes Music Week, with nique of appearing nonchalant when “When in cities or towns we eat at
The White Hat is the hat yon
the exception of an organ recital to appearing for quarterly tests; that cafes and sleep in tourist park cabins.
cannot do without this sum
be given Sunday evening at St. Paul’s perhaps they had been fooled consid There are usually three of us to a Business Fraternity
mer.
It goes with your dark
Lutheran church by Mrs. Ben Boyd erably more than plenty by the blar cabin.
We
find
time
some
evenings
Elections
Are
Held
B E ER
suit . , . your white clothes
ney of Rush Week, and to hide«admir- to play baseball if the weather per
. . . your light prints. And
ably whatever intelligence they had mits.” These words and others con
it gives that summery touch
Psi Officers Chosen;
been blessed with.”
And
tained in a letter received from one Alpha Kappa
Don’t Forget that the Track
YOUR
to them all!
Stock Market to Close
Versatile Group
of
the
party
show
that
the
trip
is
Meet is next week. Order
In
a
few
months
they
were
right
COMMUNITY STORE
H am burgers
being enjoyed to the fullest extent Omicron chapter of Alpha Kappa
in
there
pitching.
The
number
of
your supplies from us and be
forestry students plan to re Psi, men’s national coumerical fra
IS BEST
freshman on the honor rolls was large, The here
At
May 23 to resume their ternity, elected Glenn Lloyd of Great
assured of good quality at
For Confections and Groceries several were outstanding in Masquer turn
M isso u la M e r c a n tiie
studies.
of the remaining time Falls president for the ensuing year
productions; the freshman debate at schoolMuch
reasonable prices.
COMPANY
in reporting at a meeting Tuesday, May 2. Other
was showing fine promise and observationswillof bethespent
UNIVERSITY squad
trip.
officers elected were Dave Hannant,
several of the attractive maidens of
Hardin, vice-president; Harold Hague,
the class were challenging some of
GROCERY
Missoula, secretary; John Grierson,
the campus beauties for popularity.
The Red and White Store
University
Speakers
Meyers, treasurer; Harry Lash, Miles
The class is now nearing the end
1221 Helen Are. Phone 6664
City, director of publicity; Andreas
of its first year at the State University
of Montana. It is hoped that the class To Talk at Hamilton Grande, Lennep, marshall, and Corbly
Y o u G et the Idea
Lash, Miles City, chaplain.
’36 has learned the true spirit of the
SIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH of
University, that as a class they now Four Orators Will Speak at Sunday The retiring officers are: Oskar
For Track Decorations. We Can Make It Operate.
Llmpus, Winifred, president; Glenn
Morning Church Services
more clearly see the possibilities of
Frisbie, Thompson Falls, vice-presi
LIGHT GLOBES AS SMALL AS 7 1-2 WATTS
college life and common endeavor.
Sentinel Pine is saying to his age- Four speakers from the oratory con dent; Dave Hannant, Hardin, secre
WIRING SUPPLIES
old friend, Jumbo, rather sadly, "It’s test of the State University will make tary; Russell Kinney, Missoula, treas
too bad that promising group of speeches at the morning services of urer; Willard Miller, Big Fork, mar
S A sliding price to be applied according to the number of customers jjjj youngsters
has to pass through that the Methodist church at Hamilton, shall; Clarence Pearson, Missoula,
W A LFO R D ELECTRIC CO.
= received before May 9.
E period of adolescent
vacuity that is Sunday, May 7. Rev. H. J. Van Vleit, Chaplin, and Glenn Lloyd, Great Falls,
136 E. Broadway
Phone 8566
pastor
at
Corvallis,
has
also
requested
director
of
publicity.
their sophomore year. But I guess
it’s inevitable. Now about the peanut them to speak there Sunday evening. An outing will be held by the fra
Miss Dorothy Fetterly will speak on ternity on Friday, May 19, at the Har
situation-----”
$18 per month (standard price).
the subject of “Migratory Boys;” old Hague cabin on the Blackfoot
50c reduction for the next 10 customers
Harvey Thirloway on “Socialized Med river. A Dutch lunch will be served.
EMINGER WILL SPEAK
(price $17.50).
icine;” Marciano Raquel, “World The lunch will be payed for by the
Scaled to $15.50 for total of 30 customers.
Elsie Eminger, instructor in the De Peace: A Challenge to Youth;” and losers in the dummy stock market
Bewitching
partment of Foreign Languages, left Donald Creveling on the “Problem of contest now being held.
today for Butte, where she will speak the Insane.” Darrell Parker, debate
s Rebates to be given at the end of the month to all who pay more E before the convention of women at coach of the University, will introduce Students at Pasadena Junior college
for “ after dark” !
recently established a new fad when
5 than the scaled price.
E Butte high school. Her topic will be the speakers.
“What Makes the College Freshman /Tentative plans have also been made they gave a "morgue party” at the
for .eight speakers to tour Kalispell, Ives and Warren mortuary in Pasa
niiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijjf Popular?”
Somers, Columbia Falls, Whitefish, dena.
and
Students at the University of Illi Ronan and Poison on Sunday, May 21.
nois—especially the Greeks—have led
the way In reducing the heretofore Undergraduates of Columbia univer
trying burden of social program
sity have spent more than $10,000 on
®7 . 9 0
pense. Fraternities and sororities are social affairs during the past season.
now featuring radio dances and This is a larger sum than they have
parties.
ever spent before.

HIGH-HATTING
Summer Costumes

Chemistry Tests
Given Graduates

Little Will Direct
Musical Vespers

House
Managers..

The Missoula Club

J.R. DAILY, Inc.

| Varsity House Rebate Plan 1

FRO CKS

$§•85

£«r INTERSCHOLASTIC
TRACK MEET

Missoula, May 10 to 13

The Northern Pacific Ry.

Announcement

One Fare Plus 25c

Co-Eds
WE

has authorized

For Round Trip

From all stations in Montana. Tickets on sale
M AY8T0 11
Return Limit May 16
Come to Missoula by train with safety, speed and comfort,
prepared to give your best at the Track Meet.

JV. H. Mason, Agent

To State University

are ready to serve you in all lines
of Beauty Work.
Permanents, Hair Trim, Shampoos,
Facials and Finger Waves.
“We Study Your Individual Type*

MARG’S
BEAUTY NOOK

Pearle Parmeter and Florence Darrow
Assistants

Smith’s Drug Store on Higgins Ave.

Shell

Certified
Lubrication
Service
Put Your Car in Shape for
Interscholastic Track Meet
May 10 to 13
Come and bring yonr out-oftown friends to the

Soft, "fluttery” types! Flattering as
only the new styles can be, — with
long; graceful lines that do things to
• your figure! And marvelous values!
For Penney’s has put amazing qual
ity into these inexpensive frocks!

Sunday night frocks, party
frocks!
Darling new sleeves, capes I,
Lace, flower trim!
Feather effects!

Frank Gunter
Service
Station
Comer South Fifth and Higgins
Gasoline, 03, Accessories
and the Last Word in
Modern Tires

I. C. Penney Co.

